Mark Rothman – Accredited Civil and Commercial Mediator
“Mark is experienced and dedicated, with a quick mind and an eye for detail. I can't
recommend his services highly enough". QC
"As you know you came well recommended and we all thank you on a job well done" .
Dispute Resolution Partner, Magic Circle
"Very Good, easy to deal with and straight to the point. Would happily use you again".
Commercial Property Partner, Legal 500.
"Your services are so good. We are so happy we dealt with you and will continue to seek
your services". Contentious Probate Partner, Legal 500.
"Your help, input and care helped me immensely to see a way forward through the problems
I was experiencing with my brother over my Aunt's will. The last few months had proved very
difficult and I was so relieved to have been recommended you and am so grateful that we
were able to resolve matters". A Party to a will dispute.

I am passionate about the mediation process and the benefits it can bring. As an
experienced Mediator, and many years as Head of a Litigation departments t I have both
the skills and knowledge to resolve any commercial or civil dispute. I am recommended in
the Legal 500 as “tactically extremely switched on” and “adaptable”.
After being ranked 1st as a Junior Mediator on the National Mediation Database, I am now
ranked 5th nationally for Senior Mediators (http://www.clerksroom.com/profileleague?type=senior) based upon client feedback.
More recently I have been specialising in high conflict disputes, dealing with complex areas
of law in the corporate field, or highly personal and emotional matters such as wills and
inheritance disputes.
I have extensive experience as a Mediator and Lawyer in the following areas:
- Contract Disputes

- Company and Partnership Disputes

- Building and construction

- Workplace Disputes

- Personal Injury

- Defamation

- Negligence

- Landlord and Tenant

- Sale and Purchase Agreements

- Wills, Estates and Inheritance

I am happy to discuss your potential mediation or provide further references. Please feel
free to call me on 01702 332 311 or email mr@solvemedarb.co.uk

